Presence of light-responding neurons in the reaggregate cultures of rat retinae.
Since histological studies on retinal reaggregates have given evidence of lamination similar to that in the intact retina, the presence of retinal function, i.e. light response, in vitro has been expected as well. Therefore, neurons in the outermost layers of reaggregates, mostly consisting of amacrine cells, were studied with cell-attached recording. About one fifth of the neurons in that layer showed spontaneous discharges. Interestingly, the frequency of spontaneous discharges of some neurons increased with light stimulation but decreased to the basal level under dark conditions. They were reproducible and lasted more than 10 min in the best case. These results suggest that functional connections between photoreceptors which are exclusively present in the central region and amacrine cells in the outermost layer might be reconstituted in reaggregate cultures.